Does the Public Sector Information Directive Deliver?
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PSI Directive rationale: (re)use promotes welfare

How to be achieved?

- Improve access by transparency
- Strive for competitive a.k.a. equal access
- Remove organisational / financial barriers

- Registers of available materials (Asset registers)
- Use of standard licenses
- Non discriminatory access
- Non exclusive licenses
- Transparent pricing
- Cost should not be prohibitive (preferred: no or marginal costs)
- Licensing and delivering content online
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What Does Directive 2003/98 Actually Say?

- Registers of available materials (Asset registers)
- Licensing and delivering content online
- Use of standard licenses
- Non discriminatory access
- Non exclusive licenses
- Transparant pricing (cost oriented)
- Cost should not be prohibitive (preferred: no or marginal costs)

- ‘Where possible’
- ‘If available, may use’
- Atypical cases, fine-grained categories?
- Full cost charging plus reasonable ROI allowed.
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